A review of significant milestones of each year for the cryptocurrency market: 2017 for ICOs, 2018 for
Smart Contracts, 2019 for Stable coins, and 2020 for DeFi. 2021 is the crowning period of NFT.
The non-fungible token space (NFT) has appeared in 2012 but until 2017 it was more known thanks to
the launch of the first crypto games on the Ethereum network. The burst of crypto in the beginning of
2020 paved the way for NFT to become the latest investment trend, bolstered by both gaming assets and
digital assets. According to a report from NonFungible.com, sales of NFT to more than $2billion in the
first quarter of 2021 – more than 20 times the volume of the previous quarter.
The Decentralized finance (DeFi) took the world of crypto by storm in 2020, showing extremely high
growth numbers for the last seven months in a row. Jumping into the second quarter of 2021, the value
of DeFi is co tinuing to skyrocket – the total value in DeFi projects reached $100 billion, while the figure
was around $40 billion in 2019. In spite of rapid growth, DeFi remains an attractive trend with a plenty
of room for innovation.

The association between NFT and DeFi initiates great growth potential and new horizon for cryptocurrency.
The complex matter of the rapid growth of NFT, after the similar hyper-acceleration of DeFi, acts as contributing factor to create astonishing innovations with enormous promise of democratization, new business
models and global markets with global approach, which is driven by the basic premise of decentralization
and the basic structures of cryptocurrencies. Although the NFT is described as a unique type of cryptographic Token with some intrinsic value to holders or to the market (art, collectibles), the NFT movement
is the resolving power of the DeFi movement, along with the ability to provide platforms and means of
transactions for all Tokens.
NFT-Starter (NST) acts as a pioneer creating more consistent, more healthy development environment for
the association between the new DeFi and NFT ecosystem. Hence, the goal of NFT-Starter is to act as both
a role model and a guide in a firm control of the product-launching progress as well as a bustling cryptocurrency market.

The association between NFT and DeFi initiates great growth potential and new horizon for cryptocurrency. The complex matter of the rapid growth of NFT, after the similar hyper-acceleration of DeFi, acts as contributing factor to create astonishing innovations with enormous promise of democratization, new business models and global markets with global approach, which is driven by the basic premise of decentralization and the basic structures of cryptocurrencies. Although the NFT is described as a unique type of
cryptographic Token with some intrinsic value to holders or to the market (art, collectibles), the NFT movement is the resolving power of the DeFi movement, along with the ability to provide platforms and means
of transactions for all Tokens.
Binance Smart Chain is EVM-compatible, it launched to provide a high-speed, low-cost alternative for exorbitant gas fees of Ethereum tools and Dapps. In addition, BSC is conceived for cross-chain transfers, a
Proof of Staked Authority consensus protocol to implement certain scalability. Hence, Binance Smart
Chain acts as a contributing factor in a range of cutting-edge protocols designed to bridge the gap between various blockchains, which creates an ideal platform for developers building powerful DApps.

BEP-20 is a token standard as a technical specification for Binance Smart Chain, which creates a flexible format for developers to launch a range of different tokens. Therefore, it allows
anyone to deploy fungible digitalcurrencies or tokens functioning similarly to Ethereum’s ERC20 standard on Binance Smart
Chain.
Moreover, BEP-20 token transfers is designed with the support
of BNB as a mean of transaction for validators to implement
their transaction or solve their matters.
BEP-20 represents a token standard like a sudden demand for a
smart contract-compatible DeFi platform with low fees, which
do not suffer from exorbitant Ethereum gas fees.

Thanks to a low-cost, high-speed substitute for Ethereum and thegovernmentbacking of one of the most largest cryptocurrency exchange in the world,Binance Smart Chain asserts its strength on
the cryptocurrency market. Binance Smart Chain boasts a wide
range of DeFi apps and DApps on its chain, followed by the migration of DeFi protocols to Binance Smart Chain.
There is not only for decentralized finance, Binance Smart Chain
but also supports the foundation of gaming and gambling DApps
on its chain. As a result, the great demand for non-fungible tokens
(NFTs) will enable BSC users with the same crypto collectible found
on other chains. Hence, thanks to leverage high performance and
low fees, BSC is a promising incubator for NFT innovations.
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In 2020 we witnessed the DeFi’s miraculous growth and jumping in 2021, we have great expectations of NFT
which is now the most anticipated trend. The concept behind NFTs is an amazing one, combining Tokens
with a single facet such as digital art & music or even real estate.
However, NFT assets have been created on the Ethereum blockchain with high cost. Exorbitant gas fees
have nearly posed challenges to the creativity and innovation of new project launches. Moreover, existing
projects to lose user engagement - staking, claiming, and normal trades are costing ETH users hundreds in
transaction fees. In fact, this could be unable to prevent the development of the NFT, because human
beings are constantly advanced to find new solutions and directions for the problems encountered.
NFT-Starter (NST) was originated as a pioneer created in a more favorable, more consistent, more healthy
development environment. Our long-term vision for NFT is developing an NFT ecosystem based on Binance
Smart Chain. (We seriously consider whether the generation and exchange NFT is emitting a large amount
of emissions and consuming plenty of electricity or not). By using Binance Smart Chain, we can slash gas
fees to a minimum with more scalability & reliability. Recently, the increasing number of projects, use cases,
and applications on the Binance Smart Chain are generated every day because of its benefits and popularity

NFT-Starter developers believe that community could act as the most important contributor to solve a manifold of the world’s problems. When communities have opportunities to use proper tools, they can come to
together and take matters into their own hands more effectively.
That is why we have developed NFT-Starter – an ecosystem could create favorable conditions for the community to participate in management to raise capitals for NFT projects and value NFT assets in a more transparent and more complete manner. It is the NFT-Starter community that will determine which projects to
list for fundraising and which NFT assets to contain more value by means of using the community’s collective due diligence and DYOR skills.
Through NST-Starter, let us turn community’s power into a filter that filters out clutter and haze overshadowing the enormous potential of this soaring ecosystem, followed by the fact that we can find the next
high-quality crypto gems with ease.

NFT-Starter’s mission is to create the NFTs ecosystem’s number 1
– top 1 DeFi production in 2021, which opens the door for NFTs
innovations by means of available tools, services and features of
DeFi real-world solutions thanks to the high level of expertise, financial resources and NFT-Starter community strength.
Our vision is to get the best out of community strength and marketing power needed to fast track the evolution of NFTs’ projects
on the path to success. NFT-Starter grants the right for every participant to take complete control and freedom to utilize their
valuable assets in a digitalized, secure and accessible way.
NFT-Starter team express a desire to take the initiatives for creating ways for a smart investment generation, which brings to the
community manifold perks from the potential cryptocurrency
market.

NST Token acts as Utility Token secured by the NFT-Starter platform’s native digital cryptography, which
creates an assignable representation of functions specified in the code of NFT-Starter platform. NST Token
is designed to play an important role in the functioning of the ecosystem and has intention of using solely
as the primary tool on the NFT-Starter platform.
NST Token is a contributing factor used as the bridge between participants who interact within ecosystem
on the NFT-Starter platform. The purposes of NST Token is to provide convenient and safe method of payment which accepted by the public (or section of the public), means of transaction including payments for
goods, services or debts, which creates settlement between participants on the NFT-Starter platform.
NST Token would also facilitate economic incentives for all NST holders, which is of paramount importance
in the contribution and maintenance of the ecosystem on the NFT-Starter platform. As a result, there is a
win-win system where every participant can reap benefits corresponding to the amount of NST Tokens. In
the absence of NST Token, users would not gain incentives to participate in any activities or provide services for the benefits of the whole ecosystem on the NFT-Starter platform. NST Token would also bring
many additional rewards to users according to their actual involvement and contributions.

Name: NFT-Starter
Symbol: $NST
Network: Binance Smart Chain
Spec: BEP-20
Precision: 18
Smart Contract Address:

0x8e07Df508cA9c16362A84fA742b91Db3912Dd290
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The target for NFT-Starter platform is to have it exclusively governed by NFT-Starter community. Therefore, the purpose for NFT-Starter government framework is to create a solid and sustainable environment
for development and utility. NST holders have the largest influence in governance such as having voting
right for ecosystem initiatives, new functions development, liquidity pool rewards distribution and other
applications. Hence, NST holders are those who make their own decisions to steer the future direction of
the entire NFT-Starter ecosystem.
In order to have opportunities to participate in governance framework, token holders are required to
hold a minimum number of NST tokens to vote and to submit proposals corresponding to the number of
tokens they hold. Proposals will be first discussed by NFT-Starter development and management team
on the NFT-Starter governance platform. After studying the feasibility of technology and cryptocurrency
market, there will be an on-chain vote. Every winning proposal is carried out on the NFT-Starter platform,
which promotes democracy among NFT-Starter community.
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When any new project wants to be promoted and sold on NFT-Starter must meet full required standards in
terms of the quality. Moreover, that project must either purchase at least 200 million NST and lock in 1 year
or purchase at least 100 million in which 50% lock and 50% burn (TXID of buying and burning will be announced on the official channel of NFT-Starter). In the future, this amount will be changeable, which depends on voting decisions of the community.
If partners breach the commitments in terms of the quality, NST tokens shown in above item will be distributed to NST holders participating in that project.
Members buying new Tokens and holding NST during the Token sale will be awarded with a certain amount.
Members holding at least 2,000,000 NST Tokens can participate in the future IDOs and be entitled to send
BNB at a fixed price to invest on NFT-Starter platform.
In addition, a several of certain projects would still enable NFT-Starter community to join in IDO participation without holding 2,000,000 NST Tokens. However, those who hold with less than the required amount of
NST tokens will not have chance to participate in insurance pools. In contrast, those who holding at least
2,000,000 NST Tokens will be provided with insurance coverage and have the opportunity to define their insurance terms of their own policies.

Phase 1:
NFT-Starter acts an incubator to get the best out of community strength and marketing power need to fast
track the evolution of NFT’s projects on the path to success. In Phase 1, we build a platform for partner NFT
projects to pay attention to community as well as providing all information to get the community to know
more about them. At the same time, we directly organize Airdrop programs of partners’ Token for NST holders.

Phase 2 :
NFT projects will be directly open for sale on NFT-Starter platform. NFT-Starter grants the right for every participant to take complete control and freedom to participate in the future IDOs in a digitalized, secure and
accessible way.
The Phase 2 buying window opens at the same time for all members until all tokens are sold and the IDO is
concluded. NFT-Starter always focuses on building a fair system for the community and give them the
proper incentives and rewards to accumulate and hold tokens as well as supporting each and every NFT
project launched.
NFT-Starter is the follow-up development of a blockchain launchpad that addresses the fundamental flaws
causing existing launchers. This platform brings multiple benefits to all token holders and enables fair
launch, granting traders of all types the opportunity to invest in the best upcoming NFT projects.

Upon application
submission, your
presale smart contract is generated according to your rules.

NFT-Starter partners
can apply for new projects on NFT-Starter

Community members
holding at least
10,000,000 NST Tokens
have the right to approve or decline projects on NFT-Starter.

Once the voting
time has ended,
the Presale will be
started.

Projects which receive
more Yes votes than No
votes, and receive at
least 10% of the Total
Supply of NST Tokens as
Yes votes will be approved to start their sale.

Community members holding at least 2,000,000
NST tokens can participate in future IDOs and be
entitled to send BNB at a fixed price to invest on
NFTStarter.
When the sale ends, if softcap is reached, project
is considered successful and no funds can be
made.
BNB in the profits from Token sale will
be deducted a part to buy back NST
Tokens and burning.

Anyone can create and exchange their NFTs on the NFT-Starer marketplace.
Every day, you can get 1 Star Rating for every 10,000,000 NST tokens holding.
You can become “Rating Specialist” & earn BNB by giving the Star Rating for NFT, which you find amazing,
unique and highly appreciate its value (music value, artistic value, real estate value,…).
The more Rating NFT gets, the more it can appear on the top of the trading market, followed by the fact
that it can be sold at a higher price.
Based on Rating System, NFTs are ranked as follows:
White frame for NORMAL NFT
(less than 100 Stars)

Green frame for GOOD NFT
(100 Stars - 199 Stars)

Blue frame for GREAT NFT
(200 Stars - 799 Stars)

Purple frame for RARE NF
(799 Stars - 1599 Stars)

Golden frame for EPIC NFT
(1600 Stars – 3200 Stars)

Diamond frame for LENGENDARY NFT
(more than 3200 Stars)

For each successful transaction of an NFT, the buyer receives Fame score = 10x(the amount of BNB coin traded),
the seller receives Fame score = 5x(the number of BNB coins traded), and each member awarded a Rating NFT
will also receive Fame = (number of stars Rating) x (number of BNB coins to be traded).
There will be a Hall of Fame that honors the top ranks.

We are launching a Farming (Liquidity Pool) program for
community to incentive participation in the daily token
pools. On the farm, you can deposit LP tokens from
NFT-Starter partners, locking them up in a process that rewards you with NST.
Farming program will distribute a fixed daily amount of
NST Tokens. All liquidity providers will get NST from this
fixed amount on a prorated basis.

NFT-Starter will develop and evolve without cease
to follow and update trendy features in the future,
which acts as a contributing factor for NST coin to
ensure stability.
NST holders will be granted powers to offer more
trendy features for NFT-Starter platform.
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Outline design
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Seek potential partners

Members holding at least 2,000,000 NST tokens
can participate in future IDOs on NFTStarter.

Members holding at least
20,000,000 NST tokens.

Members holding at least 10,000,000 NST
tokens can vote to approve or deny projects
on NFTStarter.

Every day members can get 1 Rating star for each
10,000,000 NST tokens holding.

Earn interests in NST by adding liquidity
to PancakeSwap

NFT marketplace would create more favorable
conditions for the community with more interaction, more scalability, more benefits,… especially for buyers, sellers and rating specialists.

April
Fix bug & upgrade outline
Listing on PancakeSwap
1st Marketing campaign
Listing on Coingecko

June
Listing on Coinmarketcap
NST Farm
NST Governance
NST Insurance fund

May
Release new website
Release full white paper
NFT Marketplace beta version
Liquidity seeds
Audit smart contract
Smart contract security compliance
Listing on Cointiger & Hotbit
IDO Launchpad

July
NST Pools
NST lottery - the pioneer decentralized lottery project in
Binance Smart Chain.
NFT Market Testnet
NFT Market Launch
Listing on MXC & Houbi

Listing on Kucoin & BNB
NFT Analystics Platform
NFT Ecosystem Testnet

Please read the entire of this “Notice and disclaimers” section carefully. The NFT-Starter Whitepaper has been published and issued by
NFT-Starter team for information purposes only. The Whitepaper is a
document for working and is subject to change and correction.
Before engaging in any activity in connection among NFT-Starter,
partners and the users/purchasers, there must be a binding arbitration on three parties as a source of control and discipline. This Whitepaper is used to provide potential purchasers and partners with the
information of NFT-Starter’s ecosystem to permit partners to promote
projects and purchasers to make their own decisions on the evolution
of NFT-Starter. Neither any of the project team members or project to
develop the NFT-Starter platform in any way whatever, nor any service providers shall be responsible for any kind of direct or indirect
damage/loss whatever which you may suffer in connection with accessing this Whitepaper, the Website at https://nft-starter.com/ or any
other websites or materials published by NFT-Starter team.
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The Whitepaper and the Website are originated with the intention of general informational purposes only
and do not comprise an offer or invitation, investment advice, or any other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any of the assets (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be comprehensive
and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship. There does not have assurance for the precision or comprehensiveness of such information, followed by the fact that there is also no representatives,
warranty or undertaking to be provided as to the precision or comprehensiveness of such information. It
also should not be used in the Moreover, you acknowledge that the situation may change, this Whitepaper
or the Website may be out of date as a result; and only NFT-Starter representatives is under an obligation to
update or correct this document in connection therewith.
The Whitepaper or the Website does not constitute any offer for NST Token sale or any contract and investment decision. The Whitepaper and the Website are not liable as a promise, representation or undertaking
as the future performance of the NFT-Starter platform.

The NFT-Starter is still under development and its design concepts, and other technical details and parameters can be updated and changed from time to time. Although the information set out in the Whitepaper
and the Website is illustrating the development goals for NFT-Starter platform in the future, the Whitepaper
and the Website are not absolutely complete and comprehensive. In particular, NFT-Starter roadmap in the
Whitepaper is being shared so as to demonstrate upcoming direction of NFT-Starter, does not comprise any
binding commitment. Please use Whitepaper as a reference source, do not depend on this information for
your own decision whether to participate in the Token distribution or not because the development plan,
launching timeline of any products, features or functions is subject to change. Moreover, the NFT-Starter
team has no ability and obligation to NST holders for update on the Whitepaper or the Website beyond what
is provide herein and the Whitepaper or the Website can be replaced according to the progress of the project.

There is no regulatory authority and assurance of any information contained in the Whitepaper or the
Website. No assurance of publication, distribution or spreading of the Whitepaper or the Website will be
taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules.
Regulatory issues and distributed ledger technology are ambiguous or unstable in many jurisdictions. It
is a task of challenge to predict innovations in the regulation for cryptocurrencies in the future. Moreover,
regulatory actions can exert negative impacts on NFT-Starter platform in various ways. After consulting
with numerous legal advisors and continuously analyzing the development and legal structure of cryptocurrencies, there is a precautious method applied to the sale of NST. Hence, the strategy of NST sale can
be adjusted continuously in order to limit legal-related risks as much as possible.

The platform names or logo does not imply any objection or any indorsement by any third party so references herein are for descriptive purposes only.

The Whitepaper or the Website may be translated into many languages for references purposes only but
in event of dispute between the English version and the translated version, the English version shall prevail. You confirm that you have read and understood the English version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
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NFT-Starter team makes every endeavor to provide reliable, complete and accurate information. However,
we do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the information. As a result, the information shall
not be regarded as advice, legal proof or evidence, whether explicit or implied. Therefore, NFT-Starter
hereby expressly disclaims its liability and decline to be liable for the following liabilities:
Any purchasers in violation of anti-money laundering, counter-terrorism financing or other regulatory
requirements that are settled in any jurisdiction
Any purchasers do not conform to any representation, warranty, obligation or commitments under this
Whitepaper or the Website or loss, divulgence or destruction of the private key to his/her wallet for cryptocurrency, followed by the failure of paying and withdrawing NST
Termination of the NST crowd sale, trading or speculation of NST for any reason
The risk of NFT-Starter development will be not executed or implemented as the initial plan for a variety
of reasons, including but not limited to a decline in NST price, unforeseen technical difficulties, which
renders the failure to deliver NST products or termination of NFT-Starter development

Failure to meet published schedules because of delay or rescheduling of the NFT-Starter development
Any malfunction, breakdown, collapse, rollback of the original public chain that NFT-Starter relies on
Termination of the NST crowd sale, trading or speculation of NST for any reason
Any errors including but not limited to defaults, breach, infringement, breakdown, collapse, interruption, fraud, mishandling, misconduct, service suspension, bankruptcy, insolvency, dissolution of any
third-party platform or exchange for NST.
There is a risk including but not limited to malware attacks, supply chain attacks, and brutal attacks from
hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with NFT-Starter platform.

